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TYLER PRIEST

Bankingon Development:Brazilin the United
States'sSearchfor StrategicMinerals,1945-1953

Bou^as, an economic adviser to the president of Brazil,
Getulio Vargas, explained to him in 1942 that 'there are two currents of [US] economic policy. The most prominent one is the
Valentim
Good Neighbor policy ... a departure from that antiquated policy of
domination and subjugation.' The other is 'based on commercial and
industrial profits, with the same old mentality of exploiting raw materials,
which leaves us with holes in the ground and no industries'.1 After the
Second World War, the administration led by Harry S. Truman dismantled the Good Neighbor policy, redirected aid elsewhere in the world,
and rigidly opposed Communism in the hemisphere, as historians of interAmerican affairs have amply demonstrated.2 The scholarly focus on the
demise of the Good Neighbor, however, has deflected attention from the
persistence of the current in US policy that so troubled Boucas. Although
the new global priorities of the United States during the cold war altered
hemispheric political relations, they also intensified the US search for
strategicmineralsin Latin America.
The completion in the 1940s of the United States's long transition from
relative self-sufficiency in natural resources to becoming the world's
greatest importer3had a profound effect on the Truman administration's
approach to Latin American economic development. In the quest to carry
out global designs while accommodating particular national interests,
Truman officials made compromises in foreign economic policy which are
well covered by the historical literature.4Yet few scholars appreciate how
I thank Stephen Bunker, John Kestner, Thomas McCormick, Emily Rosenberg, Michael Weis, and
Edward Ingram for helpful criticism.
1 Boucas to Vargas, 23 Feb. 1942 [Rio de Janeiro, Centro de Pesquisa e Documentacao de Hist6ria
Contemporanea, Fundacao Getulio Vargas], A[rquivo] G[etulio] V[argas]. This and subsequent
quotations have been translated from the Portuguese by the author.
2 B. Wood, The Dismantling of the Good Neighbor Policy (Austin, 1985); P. H. Smith, Talons of the
Eagle: Dynamics of US-Latin American Relations (Oxford, 1996).
3 P. W. Bidwell, Raw Materials: A Study of American Policy (New York, 1958), p. 1.
4 See, e.g., R. Pollard, Economic Security and the Origins of the Cold War, 1945-50 (New York, 1985);
D. Kunz, Butter and Guns: America's Cold War Economic Diplomacy (New York, 1997).
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hard US officials struggled to reconcile their efforts to open up the world
economy with facilitating US access to Latin American minerals.1Even
scholars who apply dependency theory or the leftist critique of US foreign
policy only hint at the relationship between US interest in raw materials
and US financingof foreign development.2
This article explains how the relationship played out in the confrontation in Latin America between the US Export-Import Bank (Eximbank)
and the fledgling InternationalBank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD), later known as the World Bank. Their chief battleground was
Brazil, the United States's long-standing 'juniorpartner'in the hemisphere
and a key supplier of strategic minerals to US industry, especially manganese, a ferroalloyindispensable in steel-making.
Earlyin the cold war, Brazil'srole as a supplier came into question. The
growth of Brazilianindustry, combined with a lack of foreign investment
dating back to the Depression, impeded the development of minerals for
export. Although historians of US-Brazilianrelations acknowledge that the
controversy over financing economic development in Brazil helped to
erode the 'special relationship' between the two countries,3their mistaken
attributionof the controversy to US benign neglect slights both the role of
the state-sponsored effortby Eximbankto leverage US interests in strategic
minerals, and the influence of US finance capital in conditioning internationallending through the IBRD.
In the late 1940s, the United States owned the largest share of the
world's financialresources, while the rest of the world owned the minerals
it needed. The global scarcity of capital, known as the 'dollar gap', frustrated the rejuvenation of the world investment, exchange, and trading
system that had broken down in the 1930s,4 partly because worldwide
political and economic instability in the aftermathof global war discouraged US foreign investment. The IBRD, one of the twin pillars (with the
International Monetary Fund [IMF]) created at the Bretton Woods summit of July 1944 to promote productive and equilibriatingflows of capital,
1 A. E. Eckes, Jr. produced two important studies in the 1970s, one on the Bretton Woods system, A
Searchfor Solvency:Bretton Woodsand the International Monetary System, 1941-71(Austin, 1975), and
one on US mineral interests, The United States and the Global Struggle for Minerals (Austin, 1979).
Strangely, these works do not speak to each other.
2 See P. A. Baran, The Political Economy of Growth (New York, 1957); G. Kolko, Confronting the
Third World: United States Foreign Policy, 1945-80 (New York, 1988); W. LaFeber, Inevitable
Revolutions: The United States and Central America (New York, 1984).
3 See G. K. Haines, The Americanization of Brazil: A Study of US Cold War Diplomacy in the Third
World, 1945-54 (Wilmington, 1989), pp. 61-80; E. A. Cobbs, The Rich Neighbor Policy: Rockefellerand
Kaiser in Brazil (New Haven, 1992), pp. 68-83; w. M. Weis, Cold Warriors and Coups d'etat:
Brazilian-American Relations, 1945-64 (Albuquerque, 1993), pp. 48-70.
4 Technically, the dollar gap referred to persistent worldwide shortfalls in dollar accounts - the world's
only convertible currency - caused by a surplus of American exports over American imports.
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seemed to be overwhelmed by its mission. The cold war rivalrybetween
the United States and the Soviet Union only sharpened what Thomas
McCormickcalls the 'structuralcrisis in post-war capitalism'.1
Caught between global ambitions and institutional limitations, the Truman administrationresponded to the overlapping dollar gap and national
security crises by creating new institutions and reworking existing ones.
Owing to the failure of both private capital and the IBRD to make the
large-scale investment in transport needed to ensure the uninterrupted
delivery of strategic minerals from Latin America, US officials turned the
Eximbank, founded in 1934 to promote exports, into an instrument for socalled 'development' lending. They used it to underwrite projects while
the IBRD maturedas a development bank.2
Turning the Eximbank into a development agency was not easy. The
Republican leadership in Congress resisted authorizing large amounts of
money for foreign aid. Furthermore,both treasurydepartmentofficialsand
the IBRD objected to the Eximbank's encroachment, however temporary,
into long-term lending. They feared that Eximbank loans with preferential
terms and bilateral constraints would undermine the principle of multilateral trade enshrined at Bretton Woods and undermine the IBRD's
raison d'etre, the systematic development of raw materials for the world
market. In deference to Wall Street, which floated the IBRD's bonds, the
bank demanded that borrowing countries follow orthodox fiscal and
monetary policies; that the projects it financed satisfy strict criteria of
'credit-worthiness'. The promise of IBRD loans under such conditions
served to lure, if not lever, governments into opening up export sectors to
foreign investment.3
In the late 1940s, many countries either refused, or could not meet, the
IBRD's conditions. US officials, aware that the bank could not finance the
extraction of minerals vital to US industry, wondered by 1948 whether, as
a result, the endemic shortage of capital in Latin Americawould jeopardize
US access to its strategic supplies. The outbreak in 1950 of war in Korea
1 T. J. McCormick,America'sHalf-Century:UnitedStatesForeignPolicyin theColdWar(Baltimore,
1989),p. 72. Also see R. N. Gardner,Sterling-DollarDiplomacyin CurrentPerspective:TheOrigins
and theProspects
of OurInternationalEconomicOrder(1956;rev.New York,1980).
2 On the Eximbank,see H. Arey,'Historyof the OperationsandPoliciesof the Export-Import
Bankof
Bank
Washington',in US Senate,Committeeon Bankingand Currency,Studyof theExport-Import
and WorldBank, Hearings,83rd US Cong., 2nd sess. (Jan.-Feb.1954),pp. 86-132;R. F. Mikesell,
Investment
Bankof Washington',USPrivateand Government
'The Export-Import
Abroad,ed. Mikesell (Eugene,1962),pp. 459-82.
3 Amongthe manystudiesof the IBRD/WorldBank,see E. S. Masonand R. E. Asher, The World
BanksinceBrettonWoods(Washington,1973);C. Payer,The WorldBank:A CriticalAnalysis(New
York, 1982);J. Kraske,Bankerswith a Mission:ThePresidentsof the WorldBank,1946-91(Oxford,
1996);D. Kapur,J. P. Lewis, and R. Webb, The WorldBank:Its First Half Century(Washington,
1997)-
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only heightened the urgency of a problem with long roots. Most mineral
development in Latin America had taken place between the 1890s and
1920s,1and the depletion of long-standing reserves combined with growing demand called for a new round of financing: existing railways, trunk
roads, and ports needed modernizing, and new ones to be built to open up
new areas.
Until the IBRD became an active international lender and investment
capital became more mobile, the Eximbank offered a way to reach these
objectives under US supervision. But before it could do so, it had both to
obtain authority from Congress and show that it would not be subverting
the IBRD's mission to supersede bilaterallending. US officials also had to
sell a programme of loans to Brazil and other Latin American states with
more ambitious hopes for economic aid. These challenges together
revealed the unstable 'dualism of power' between internationalcapital and
the US state in the projection of US hegemony during the early cold war.2

The unprecedented meeting of forty-fourstates at Bretton Woods in 1944
led to a series of agreements that erected a new 'system' to revive global
capitalism that rested on the supremacy of the dollar and the liberalization
of trade and investment, supplemented by Keynesian provision for stable
exchange rates, capital controls, and full employment policies. A select
group of national central banks, led by the US Federal Reserve system,
would monitor the Keynesian supplements, while the IMF and the IBRD
opened up the world to trade and investment. The IMF would become the
world's bailout manager,providing exchange credits to states which might
otherwise be tempted to solve their economic problems, as they had
during the 1930s, through cbeggar-thy-neighbour'trade restrictions and
competitive currency devaluations. It would supply long-term credits to
war-tornand developing countries as a complement to privateinvestment.3
In the field of development, the IBRD's core functions were to centralize
internationalpublic lending and spearhead a multilateraldrive to increase
the world market supply of raw materials: these efforts would anticipate
rivalries between industrial countries over investment outlets that might
lead to 'closed door' arrangementsor improve the bargaining position of
1 See H. F. Bain and T. T. Read, Ores and
Industry in South America (New York, 1934), pp. 331-70;
C. W. Wright, 'South America as a Source of Strategic Minerals', Mining and Metallurgy, xxi (1940),
283-6.
2 S. Amin, G. Arrighi, A. G. Frank, and I. Wallerstein,
Dynamics of Global Crisis (New York, 1984),
pp. 55-108.
3 For a discussion of the development of formal US
plans for a world bank, see R. W. Oliver, International Economic Co-operationand the WorldBank (New York, 1975), pp. 92-9.
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producers in relation to consumers.1 Its view of multilaterallending had
been prescribed by Eugene Staley, an economist on the New York-based
Council on Foreign Relations, in 1937: cThe problems connected with
foreign investment for the exploitation of raw materialscannot be "solved"
once and for all,' he argued, alluding to the scramble for global resources
during the 1920s and 1930s. The 'peaceful solution of investmentproblems
is to denationalize investments and to substitute the supervision of permanent internationalagencies for national diplomatic protection'.2Staley, one
of the earliest proponents of a world bank, was 'the man who more than
any other brought the theme of economic development into the American
discussion'.3
After Bretton Woods, a new cabinet-level body was given responsibility
for setting US policy towards the new financial institutions. The Bretton
Woods Agreement Act, passed by Congress in 1945, created a National
Advisory Council on International Monetary and Financial Problems
(NAC) - made up of the secretaries of the treasury, state, and commerce,
the chairmanof the board of governors of the Federal Reserve System, and
the chairmanof the board of the Eximbank(and later, administratorsof US
agencies for foreign aid) to oversee all US government agencies making
foreign loans. With de facto control over the new supposedly 'multilateral'
banks, one of the NAC's most important functions was to co-ordinate
IBRD and Eximbanklending.4
The NAC was born of a disagreement between New Dealers in the
Roosevelt administration'streasurydepartmentand business internationalists over the orientation of the new lending institutions. The two groups
agreed about the need for an international organization to stimulate the
global movement of capital and goods after the war, especially to expand
the circulation of raw materials.5As the Bretton Woods conference approached, however, the US international bankers (represented by the
American Bankers Association and the National Foreign Trade Council)
worried that controls on capital likely under the IMF would induce
macroeconomic policies lacking anti-inflationarydiscipline. Similarly, the
bankers wanted to ensure that the IBRD would not displace private
1 M. Tanzer, 'Globalizing the Economy: The Influence of the International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank', Monthly Review, xlvii (Sept. 1995), 1-15;R. W. Oliver, Early Plans for a World Bank
(Princeton, 1971).
2 E. Staley, Raw Materials in Peace and War (New York, 1937), p. 243.
3 H. W. Arnt, Economic Development: The History of an Idea (Chicago, 1987), p. 45. Also see E.
Staley's War and the Private Investor (Chicago, 1935); World Economy in Transition (New York,
1939); and Raw Material Problems and Policies (Geneva, 1946).
4 Mikesell, 'Export-Import Bank', pp. 464-5.
5 J. P. Young, 'Developing Plans for an International Monetary Fund and a World Bank', Department
of State Bulletin, xxiii (13 Nov. 1950), 778-90.
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capital. They thus blocked the efforts of the assistant secretary of the
treasury, Harry Dexter White, the American most responsible for drafting
the articles of agreement for the IBRD and IMF, to give the IBRD a liberal
lending posture.1
After the signing of the Bretton Woods agreement, the bankersand their
allies in the state department and Congress closed ranks against the treasury department's economic planners. By creating the NAC, they stripped
the treasury department of independent control over IBRD and IMF
policy. Their worries about the influence of New Dealers in the treasury
department over lending policy diminished, moreover, when Truman,
almost immediately after taking office in April 1945, replaced them with
more orthodox economic thinkers.
The IBRD's dependence on US capital marketsfor loanable funds made
it the handmaiden of Wall Street. Most of the bank's bonds were denominated in dollars, and as the dollar was the world's only convertible currency,
only US subscriptions to the bank could be loaned: during its first ten
years, the IBRD functioned as a 'dollar bank'. Furthermore, Wall Street
men and their financially conservative allies in Truman's treasurydepartment soon controlled the bank. A Wall Street lawyer,John J. McCloy, who
acquired the nickname of cMrEastern Establishment',became president in
1947. His hand-picked US executive director, and successor in 1949 as
president, was Eugene Black, vice-president of Chase National Bank.
cMcCloy and Black were well known and respected in financial circles in
the United States,'Jochen Kraskeexplains; 'their presence inspired confidence in the way the institution would be run.'2
As the IBRD was not ready when Germany surrenderedin May 1945 to
take on the responsibilities assigned to it, the Truman administration,improvising, turned to the Eximbank. When setting up the NAC, Congress
also agreed to increase the Eximbank'slending authorityfrom $700 million
to $3.5 billion, enabling the bank to provide dollar credits to foreign
countries until the IBRD became fully operational. On 31 July 1945, the
same day he signed the Bretton Woods Agreement Act, Truman signed
the Export-ImportBankAct.
Although the Eximbank had been created as a provider of short-term
credit to US exporters, during the Second World War it also made a few
project-based minerals and infrastructureloans under the oversight of the
Federal Loan Agency.3 The Eximbank's loans were normally tied to
1 Eckes, Searchfor Solvency, pp. 154-64.
2 Kraske, Bankers, p. 53.
3 Exporter credits were loans made at the request of the US exporter with short-term
maturity. Project
loans, by contrast, were long-term authorizations, covering foreign exchange costs, to foreign purchasers, banks, or governments 'subject to the approval of specific transactions for specific projects'.
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expenditures on US goods, equipment, and contractors, and its charter
required US officials to control the development projects it financed: it
retained first claim against them in the case of bankruptcy and influenced
both management and contracting. Although the new act turned the
Eximbank into an independent US government agency administered by
the secretaryof state and four presidential appointees, the Truman administration assumed that as soon as the IBRD was on its feet, the Eximbank
would returnto its formerrole as supplier of short-termcommercial credit.
As it was only to meet a short-term need, its role in lending for development would be guided by the NAC's foreign economic policy and the state
department'sstrategicgoals.1
The NAC both supported the IBRD's mission to become the world's
development bank and tried to mould the Eximbank into an agency to
meet special needs. This required a delicate balancing act, as the NAC
hoped that the Eximbank would not hinder the IBRD. 'With respect to
long-term credits,' a NAC report from 1946 points out, 4t would ordinarily
not be in the interest of the United States to have the Export-Import Bank
assume singly the risks which the InternationalBank, in recognition of the
general benefits realized from international investment, was designed to
distribute among all of its members.' At the NAC's early meetings, however, the state department, which orchestrated the Eximbank's affairs,
argued that the NAC should allow the bank enough latitude to further
important US economic or strategic interests. The NAC agreed to qualify
its preference for the IBRD by allowing the Eximbank to make development loans to members of the IBRD, if a project were judged to have
'special' or 'general'interest to the United States.2
The Eximbank's first post-war assignments were in Europe in 1945-6,
where it made over $1 billion worth of loans.3 As the needs of European
reconstruction became more pressing, the NAC proposed to raise the
bank's lending authority by another $1.5 billion. However, congressional
opposition, and assurances in mid-1946 from the secretaryof the treasury,
John W. Snyder, that the IBRD would soon be able to assume 'primary
responsibility'for financing reconstruction, killed the proposal.4When the
Between1934and 1959,projectloansaccountedfor the largestproportionof the totalvalueof Eximbankauthorizations:
Bank',pp. 470-1.
Mikesell,'Export-Import
1 Arey,'Export-Import
Bank',pp. 105,110.
2 Memo,summaryof NAC considerationaboutthe relationshipbetweenthe lendingactivitiesof the
Export-ImportBankthe IBRD, end., Martinto Arnold,12 Dec. 1950 [Washington,US National
Archivesand RecordsAdministration,Record Group56, GeneralRecords of the Departmentof
Monetaryand FinancialPolicy], [Subject
Treasury],N[ational]A[dvisory]C[ouncilon International
Files1946-53],box 11,fo. Rolesof the IBRDandEximbank.
3 Export-Import
Bankof Washington,FirstSemiannualReportto Congress(July-Dec.1945),pp. 16-19.
4 See Gardner,Sterling-Dollar,
pp. 291-2.
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IBRD announced that it would be open for business by the end of 1946,
the Eximbankbegan to move out of European reconstruction.
Despite the ambitious US claims for the IBRD, the new bank, able to
lend no more than $3.2 billion, was not up to the monumental task given to
it. The disruption to trade caused by the war and its aftermathhad created
serious imbalances in the world economy. When Europe's growing trade
deficit with the United States and its depletion of dollar reserves threw the
nascent Bretton Woods system into crisis, the Truman administrationtook
two bold steps in 1947 to transfermilitaryand economic aid to Europe: the
Truman Doctrine and the European Recovery Programme (ERP) or
MarshallPlan.
The IBRD used most of its mobilized capital to finance emergency
needs in Europe before Marshallaid could be organized. Meanwhile, the
Eximbank, withdrawing from Europe, shifted its focus to project, or
development, lending in Latin America. The disruption of capital flows
into Latin America that dated back to the 1930s, combined with net capital
outflows after the war - consisting of repatriated European investments,
external debt settlements, and the expenditure of currency reserves built
up during the war on essential imports - had made Latin American
regimes eager for economic aid,1 partly to modernize road and rail systems
run down while supplying raw materialsto the Allies during the war. The
first two post-war inter-Americanconferences - at Chapultepec, Mexico,
in February 1945 and Rio de Janeiro in August 1947 - nonetheless postponed serious discussion of economic and technical aid. At Rio, Truman
officials were wary of extending aid to Latin America, knowing that Congress would not agree to 'any heavy new burden' such as a MarshallPlan
for Latin America.2
Instead, state department advice to Latin American leaders reiterated
nostrums about 'self-help', technical co-operation, an open investment
climate, and free trade.3The Joint Brazil-UnitedStates Technical Commission (JBUSTC), set up in 1947 under the chairmanship of John Abbink,
president of McGraw-Hill, stressed the need for private investment in its
recommendations for spurring economic development in Brazil. The Truman administrationsaw the commission as a way to 'appraisethe merits of
specific projects' while avoiding discussion of aid or credits.4The commis1 United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
Foreign Capital in Latin America (New
York, 1955), pp. 10-11.
2 Quoted in S. G. Rabe, 'The Elusive Conference: United States Economic Relations with Latin
America, 1945-52', Diplomatic History, ii (1978), 286.
3 See R. Trask, 'The Impact of the Cold War on United States-Latin American Relations, 1945-9',
Diplomatic History, i (1977), 271-84; Rabe, 'Elusive Conference', pp. 279-94.
4 Lovett to Truman, 18 Dec. 1947 [USNA, RG59, Records of
the] J[oint] B[razil] U[nited] S[tates]
Technical] C[ommission], box 1, personnel file.
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sion's failure to obtain economic aid irritated Brazilian officials, even the
most pro-American, and left them with the impression that Americans
were merely trying to open doors for monopoly capital in Brazil. Brazilian
nationalistsand the country's growing Communist movement ridiculed the
commission's chairmanas 'Viceroy Abbink' and cDomJoao Abbink'.1
Eximbank loans in lieu of grant aid offered a way, albeit limited and
piecemeal, of appeasing Latin American governments. Even so, the bank
did not focus on the region solely for such political reasons; tangible
economic interests were at stake. A NAC report fromJune 1947 predicted
that Eximbank loans 'would open up an additional supply of essential
imports into the United States or require US equipment and services of
kinds this country desires to export'.2 By 1948, officials throughout the
Truman administration began to reassess the strategic importance of
project-based expenditures in Latin America. One of the most important
tasks given to the Technical Commission had been the search for ways to
increase US access to Brazilian mineral resources, especially manganese
ore for the US steel industry.3
Latin American mineral production would provide a crucial hedge
against shortages in the event of another world war, which seemed ever
more likely as cold war tensions increased. Even more important, US
officialswere paying more attention to strategicmineralsall over the world,
not only for US consumption but also to supply the industries in western
Europe to be rebuilt through the Marshall Plan, and Japan, where the
Truman administration beginning in late 1947 exchanged pastoralization
for vigorous industrial growth.4 As long as Europe and Japan imported
large quantities of primary products from 'non-dollar' sources in Africa,
the Middle East, and Asia to help to ease the dollar gap, US reliance on the
Western Hemisphere for foodstuffs and raw materialswould become more
pronounced. In the minds of worried US officials, the protracted decline
in foreign private investment in Latin America illustrated the adverse
effects of capital shortages on the supply of strategicraw materials.
Truman's new national security bureaucracy thought long and hard
about how to ensure a steady supply. The strategic minerals stockpiling
programme,expanded in 1946 and run after1947 by the National Security
Resources Board (NSRB) and the interdepartmentalMunitions Board 1Johnson to sec. state, 8 Oct. 1948, F[oreign] Relations of the] U[nited] Sftates]: 1948, ix (1976), 36672 Memo, end., Martin to Arnold, 12 Dec. 1950, NAC, box 11,fo. IBRD and Eximbank.
3 For more detail, see R. T. Priest, 'Strategies of Access: Manganese Ore and US Relations with Brazil,
1894-1953' (Ph.D. diss., Wisconsin, 1996), pp. 490-6.
4 W. S. Borden, The Pacific Alliance: United States Foreign Economic Policy and Japanese Trade
Recovery,1947S5 (Madison, 1984), pp. 3-17.
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both set up under the 1947 National Security Act - with advice from the
state departmentand mining experts, was designed to make up for the US
deficiency in minerals.1 In late 1947, a triumvirate of officials from the
NSRB, the Munitions Board, and the state department set out to discover
the major obstacles to the increased production of strategic minerals in
Latin America by conferringwith US corporations.2The Truman administration took extensive inventories of the strategicmineralsproduced in the
Western Hemisphere and enlisted US intelligence services in the surveillance of sources and facilities. The hemispheric defence pact (soon to be
called the Organization of American States, or OAS) worked out at the
Chapultepec and Rio de Janeiro summits, gave the United States a security
frameworkthat could be used to protect US access to these sources. But
this was not enough. The inventories and discussions with corporations
showed that increasing the extraction of minerals from Latin America
would requirelarge investments in transportationinfrastructure.3
As private capital could not be counted on to invest in such sectors and
the IBRD had not yet begun to lend for development, in the months before
the Ninth Pan-AmericanConference, held at Bogota in March 1948, both
US and Latin American officials searched for other ways of stimulating
capital flows to the region. The Latin American delegates stepped up the
pressure for large-scale economic aid and the creation of a multilateral
inter-American bank, to which the IBRD and Eximbank were both
strongly opposed as an unnecessary competitor. The state departmentand
the Eximbank proposed to the NAC instead that the US delegation at
Bogota should announce a $500 million increase in Eximbank commitments to Latin America to 'meet legitimate and pressing development
financing requirements which are not being met at this time by private
capital and the InternationalBank'.4
More than conciliation, the proposal sought to 'help develop nearby
sources of those essential raw materialswhich are becoming less abundant
within our own territorial limits'. Given the escalating demand in the
United States for tin, manganese, chrome, lumber, beryllium, mica, nickel,
1 J. A. Krug, 'National Mineral Policies',
Mining CongressJournal, xxxii (Oct. 1946), 27. See also
G. H. Synder, Stockpiling Strategic Materials: Politics and National Defense (San Francisco, 1966), pp.
38-45.
2 Memo, Atwood, 9 April 1948, FRUS: 1948, ix. 239; Lovett to Forrestal, 15
April 1948, ibid., pp. 2401; and James Boyd, 26 Nov. 1947 diary entry [Independence, Mo., Truman Presidential Library], Boyd
Papers, D[iary] F[ile] 1950-1, box 4.
3 See, e.g., state dept., Office of Intelligence Research, report no. 4839,
transport problems connected
with the acquisition by the United States of manganese ore from Brazil, 15 Dec. 1948 [USNA], RG 330
[Records of the Department of Defense] Munitions] B[oard], O[ffice of] M[aterial] Resources, Vice
Chairman for] Production and] Requirements], box 108, fo. strategic materials, 1941-53.
4 Martin to Snyder, 22 March 1948, NAC, box 11,fo. IBRD.
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and mercury, large investments would be required to 'develop mines,
transportation and power facilities, processing plants, and other installations' in order to meet the demand. Both Eximbankand the state department understood that an extra $500 million in credits would do little to
meet Latin America's overall financial needs.1 They were unlikely to prise
more out of Congress, however; nor were they interested in triggering
structuralchange. A year earlier, Eximbank's vice-president, Hawthorne
Arey, had candidly admitted that the bank 'does not want the job of
developing these countries'; it preferredto act as the 'lubricant',not as the
'gasoline' in Latin America.2Although the bank tried to strengthen its case
before the NAC by claiming that new credits would help to bring prosperity and rising living standards to Latin America, thus promoting interAmerican trade, whereas continuing economic crisis caused by lack of
investment might lead the Latin American states to adopt 'national economic policies' hostile to US commercial interests, the Eximbank's paramount concern was to lubricatethe flow of mineralsto US industry.3
The IBRD and its allies at the US treasury department and Federal
Reserve Board objected to new Eximbank lending for Latin America.4
After renouncing the leading role assigned to it in European recovery, the
IBRD moved into the development field for the first time in 1947 with two
loans to the new right-wing government of Chile, which had just made an
agreement to reschedule its debt with foreign bondholders.5 Latin American countries, which accounted for a high proportion of the IBRD's membership and could borrow dollars more easily than countries from nondollar areas, were integral to the bank's new development business. Three
weeks before the Bogota conference, Black wrote to Snyder on 8 March
1948 protesting against the proposed increase in the Eximbank's lending
authority in Latin America. He predicted that the Eximbank's 'easier
terms', by undercutting the IBRD's strict credit policies, would damage
the latter'scredibilityamong borrowers.6
Competition from the Eximbank threatened not only the IBRD's credibility but also its reason for existence: to prevent borrowers from shopping around among lenders for preferential terms. The IBRD, which
lacked a credit rating of its own, raised most of its loanable funds by
marketingits bonds in the United States;hustling the funds to endear itself
1 Martinto Snyder,22 March1948,NAC,box 11,fo. IBRD.
2 Discussionmeetingreport,industrialization
in LatinAmerica,17Feb. 1947 [New York],C[ouncil
on] Fforeign]RelationsArchives],Recordsof Groups,xxi, 1946/1947.
3 Martinto Snyder,22 March1948,NAC,box 11,fo. IBRD.
4 Szymczakto Snyder,1 April1948,ibid.
5 MasonandAsher,WorldBank,p. 157.
6 Blackto Snyder,8 March1948,NAC,box 11,fo. IBRD.
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to investors. As the pledged capital of member countries did not offer
enough security to entice big institutions to buy the bonds, it had to convince investors that its debtors would meet their obligations: 'We had to
show that we were going to make sound loans, and that we were not going
to just give the money away,' Black later recalled.1
Furthermore, the IBRD was still in the process of lobbying both Congress to pass legislation classifying its bonds as 'exempt security', to enable
commercial banks to deal in them, and state governments to pass similar
legislation enabling insurance companies, pension funds, and savings
banks to invest. To establish its legitimacy with creditors, at least until its
bonds could be more widely marketed, the bank laid out rigid criteriafor
the financial 'soundness' of a given project and closely monitored the
borrower's debt-bearing capacity.2 If lending to a private corporation, it
required a government loan guarantee,which involved drawn-out political
negotiation and underwriting.3
The Eximbank, less constrained by such strict banking principles, borrowed its loanable funds from the treasury department at the current
interest rate for US government bonds. Owing to the massive government
spending during the war, the treasurydepartment, to cut the cost of government borrowing, had dramaticallylowered rates4to a level significantly
lower than the IBRD's rates linked to the private capital market.Although
as vigilant in collecting bills as the IBRD, the Eximbankworried less about
the immediate profitabilityof an investment or the creditworthiness of the
borrowing country, and usually did not require a government guarantee
when lending to a private corporation.5
For these reasons, the Eximbankwas potentially more attractivethan the
IBRD to borrowers, especially anyone in Latin America who had dealt
with it already and was accustomed to close bilateral relations with the
United States. If the Eximbank's authority for long-term development
projects were approved, Black feared that it would 'force [the IBRD] to
choose between lowering its lending standards or withdrawing entirely
from operations in the Latin Americancountries'.6
Despite Black's and the Federal Reserve Board's objections, the NAC
1 E. Black interview by R. Oliver, 6 Aug. 1961 [New York, Columbia
University, Oral History Collection], W[orld] B[ank] Oral History [Project], p. 7; Kapur et al., First Half Century, pp. 916-23.
2 At this time, commercial banks could invest in IBRD bonds, but not trade or deal in them: Black
interview, WB Oral History, pp. 10-11.
3 See Mason and Asher, WorldBank, pp. 229-59, 295-334, 457-69.
4 J. A. Frieden, Banking on the World: The Politics of American International Finance
(New York,
1987), P. 745 W. D. Wittemore, 'A Review of Outstanding Loans of the
Export-Import Bank', in US Senate,
Export-Import Bank and WorldBank, pp. 913-17.
6 Black to Snyder, 8 March 1948, NAC, box 11,fo. IBRD.
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reasoned that 'there may be some purely American interests which would
warrantthe Export-Import Bank . . . making long-term loans which would
not be in competition with the InternationalBank.n When Truman, at the
Bogota conference, offered the $500 million increase in Eximbanklending
authority, subject to congressional approval, however, he did not impress
Latin American heads of government. Taking for granted that their
countries, like Europe's, should not have to use interest-bearingloans to
meet their country's 'basic needs', they were expecting to be offered aid on
softer terms.2
In April 1948, Truman made a formal request to Congress to approve
the increased credit: 'It is in our mutual interest to help develop in the contours of the south those essential materialswhich are becoming less abundant in the United States, as well as others regularlyimported from distant
regions.'3Although the senate passed a bill authorizing the increase, the
house of representatives' Committee on Banking and Currency took no
action on it before Congress adjourned during the presidential election.
Truman, after his narrow victory, had to restart the campaign to increase
the level of financialand technical aid to 'underdeveloped areas'.
By late 1948, uncertainty in Washington about supplies of foreign
mineralshad turned into grave apprehension. Gloomy forecasts about the
diminishing supply of steel-making minerals, such as foreign manganese
ore and iron ore from the Great Lakes, were heightened by the industry's
relianceon foreign sources of chromite, nickel, cobalt, tin, tungsten, antimony, and molybdenum, all used in either specialized steels or 'superalloys',
and many of which were found in Latin America. By the year's end, representatives from US steel and mining corporationswere discussing with the
NSRB the special measures that might be needed to ensure access to
foreign minerals,especially manganese.
The problem was general rather than particularto the steel industry, as
the US economy relied increasingly on copper from Chile, bauxite from
the Caribbean, lead and zinc from Mexico and Peru, and petroleum from
Venezuela. The Soviet Union's embargo of chromite and manganese in
January 1949 sounded an alarm in the already anxious national security
bureaucracy, as Russia had been one of the largest world producers of
manganese ore since the 1890s. The cold war confrontation between the
United States and the Soviet Union that led to the embargo reinforced the
urgency to starta new cycle of mineraldevelopment in Latin America.4
1 Memo, end., Martin to Arnold, 12 Dec. 1950, NAC, box 11,fo. IBRD and Eximbank.
2 Rabe, 'Elusive Conference', p. 287.
3 Quoted in G. Wythe, Brazil: An Expanding Economy(New York, 1949), pp. 361-2.
4 C. K. Leith, 'Exploratory Report to the National Security Resources Board on the Adequacy of
Mineral Supplies for Emergency Expansion of the Steel Industry', 15 Dec. 1948 [USNA], RG 304
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During 1948-9, the Truman administration took steps to expand the
production of mineralsabroad. Marshallaid to western Europe offered one
route. In drafting the necessary legislation in 1947, the NSRB inserted a
clause allowing for US stockpile purchases, mineral exploration, and
development of raw materialsfrom European colonies to be paid for with
so-called 'counterpartfunds', set aside in local currencies and equivalentto
five per cent of the aid received in US dollars. Owing to Europe's own
need for raw materials, however, the strategic materialsprogramme of the
Economic Co-operation Administration (ECA) made only a slight contribution to the US stockpile and the global supply effortbefore 1950.*
In January 1949, the Truman administration announced that it would
stimulate foreign mineral production through a 'bold new program' to
extend the benefits of US scientific and technical advances to the 'underdeveloped areas'of the globe. In his inauguraladdress on 20 January 1949,
Truman described the programmeas 'Point Four' in the multifacetedeffort
(along with the United Nations, the ECA, and NATO) to stimulate the
world economy and defend it from the threatof internationalCommunism.
Although he linked US security to the need for rapid economic development in 'underdeveloped' areas, he promised a significant departurefrom
'the old imperialism' and 'exploitation for foreign profit': the programme
would be a 'fairdeal' for the whole world.2
As Gilbert Rist argues, Truman's address invented 'development' as a
new socioeconomic concept by introducing 'underdeveloped' as a synonym for 'economically backward'. The Point Four declaration gave development a meaning 'which corresponded to a principle of social organization, while "underdevelopment" became a "naturally"occurring (that is,
seemingly causeless) state of things'. Point Four replaced the colonizer/
colonized dichotomy in North-South relationswith a new world-view from
the North in which underdeveloped was not the opposite of developed,
'only its incomplete form', a notion that would receive more formalexpression in 1958 through Walt W. Rostow's evolutionist theory of 'modernization'. It posited the idea that the 'existence of industrial countries did not
radicallyalter the context in which candidates for industrializationhave to
operate'.3
[Records of the] N[ational] S[ecurity] Resources] B[oard], Processed] Documents] F[ile], Sept.
1947-Apr. 1953, box 30, fo. non-metallic minerals; 'US Ready to Prove It Can Do without Russian
Manganese', The Iron Age (10 March 1949), pp. 151-2;Eckes, Global Struggle, pp. 147-73. F°r tonnage
and value figures on individual minerals, see US Bureau of Mines, Minerals Yearbook,various years.
1 See ECA, Strategic Materials Division, Monthly Reports, 1949 [USNA], RG 286 [Records of the
Agency for International Development], Strategic] Mfaterials] 1948-50, box 1; and President's]
Materials] P[olicy] Commission], Resourcesfor Freedom (Washington, 1952), v. 125-36.
2 Public Papers of the Presidents, Harry S. Truman, 1949 (Washington, 1964), pp. 112-16.
3 G. Rist, The History of Development: From WesternOrigins to Global Faith (London, 1997), pp. 74-5;
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The Point Four declaration coincided with the breakdown of the previous structures of imperial domination, and responded to new thinking
about national economic strategies that tried to explain how industrial
countries had indeed altered the internationalcontext. Ideas spawned by
the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA), in
particular,encouraged less-industrialized countries and former European
colonies to cease to rely on commodity exports and manufacturedimports,
which made for declining 'terms of trade', and to pursue state-led industrialization. The momentum behind economic change in Brazil, for example,
already had shifted from the export of primary products to urban industries producing for the domestic market. Getulio Vargas campaigned for
the presidency in 1949 on the promise to 'transform into an industrial
nation' a country 'paralysedby the myopia of rulers wedded to the existing
monoculture and to the simple extraction of primarymaterials'.1
Such promises challenged neo-classical trade theories that historically
hadjustified Latin America's focus on exports. Although the US approach
to overseas economic development in the late 1940s continued to preach
the dogmas of comparative advantage and free trade, Americans had to
recognize and take account of the yearning for self-reliantindustrialization
both in Latin America and elsewhere. 'If we want the raw materials,' confessed Staley, 'we had better encourage general development.'2
Differences of opinion existed within the US government about the
long-term viability and desirability of industrialization in Latin America.
Some New Dealers in the Truman administration, faithful to the loftier
promises of the Good Neighbor policy, wanted the United States to promote manufacturing.3Their critics wanted to discourage it: the United
States should not feel obliged to help build a steel plant in every country
that wanted one.4 Whatever their differences, US policy-makers agreed
that Latin America needed improved transportationinfrastructure,a view
shared by the Latin Americans, who nevertheless were making their own
plans. 'The inadequacy of transport is a refrain that runs through all discussions of economic problems in Brazil,' wrote George Wythe, chief of
the Americanrepublics division of the departmentof commerce in 1949.5
Investment in infrastructurefor the movement of raw materials to the
coast was said also to remove 'bottlenecks' to local industrialdevelopment,
W. W. Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth:A Non-Communist Manifesto (Cambridge, i960).
1 G. Vargas, A Campanha Presidential (Rio de Janeiro, 1951), p. 379.
2 Staley, Future, p. 295.
3 See, e.g., Wythe, Expanding Economy.
4 See CFR, discussion meeting report, industrialization in Latin America, 17 March 1947, CFR,
Records of Groups, xxi, 1946/1947.
5 Ibid., p. 186.
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enabling US officials and scholars to point, sincerely or not, to the
mutuality of US and Latin American economic interests. 'There is much
more complementaritythan conflict', claimed Staley, 'between the growing
American need to get more raw materials from abroad and the interest of
the underdeveloped countries in developing their industry and agriculture
and achieving a rounded economic growth.' Although specializationin one
commodity might be undesirable, he elaborated, commodity exports were
still the proper route to 'generaldevelopment' for these countries.1
These ideas, and the theories of resource-driven economic growth that
evolved from them by the late 1950s, mistakenly conflated extraction with
production by ignoring the unique spatial, physical, and market constraints on the former.2Specialized infrastructurein remote locations - an
ore-carryingrailroadleading from a mine to a port, for example - had little
effect on general industrial development. Despite the rhetoric, US officials
did not take up the cause of industrialization in Latin America. Their
expressions of concern for the economic well-being of underdeveloped
countries, echoed by European colonial officials, were merely an attempt
to adapt to political changes in the Southern Hemisphere by severing the
embarrassing link between investment in raw materials and colonial
exploitation. 'The solution', as a recent history of the World Bank says of
British colonial policy, 'was to finesse the prickly distinction between
economic and social objectives, and that between imperial self-interestand
colonial welfare, by playing the "development card".'3Similarly, US officials assumed that to reconstruct the world economy they must preserve
the division of labour between industrializedcountries and their traditional
suppliers of raw materials.
Point Four exemplified the division. Even if launched out of a mixture of
altruism and self-interest, the latter proved stronger in the waning days of
the Good Neighbor policy. Truman's National Security Council saw the
Technical Cooperation Administration(TCA), the administrativeembodiment of Point Four, as a vehicle to 'stimulatethe development and production of strategic materialsabroad' without the 'overt implication of a direct
connection' between the two.4 One secret TCA report to the president
1 Staley,Future,p. 294.Forsimilarformulations
aboutdevelopmentfromthisperiod,see R. F. Mikesell, UnitedStatesEconomicPolicyand InternationalRelations(NewYork,1952),p. 330; E. S. Mason,
4RawMaterials,Rearmament,and EconomicDevelopment',QuarterlyJournal of Economics(Aug.
1952),pp. 329-36.
2 See S. G. Bunker,'Staples,Links,andPolesin the Constructionof RegionalDevelopmentTheories',

Sociological Forum, iv (1989), 589-611.

3 Kapuret al.,FirstHalf Century,p. 97.
4 Draftnationalsecuritycouncilstudy,18July1951,FRUS:1951,i (1977), 1654.Fora discussionof how
strategicconsiderationsin LatinAmericaprefiguredPointFour,see C. E. Erb,'Preludeto PointFour:
The Instituteof Inter-AmericanAffairs',DiplomaticHistory,ix (1985), 249-69; Pollard,Economic
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spoke in January 1952 of the need to develop power and transportation
facilities in Latin America for 'pumping Latin America's mineral resources
into our economic bloodstream'.1While Latin Americans identified economic development with state-directed, 'inward-looking'industrialization
strategies,2US policy towards Latin America aimed at encouraging private
investmentin exports; Point Four merely tried to make the policy palatable
to foreign countries by dressing it up in the ambiguous language of
'development'.3
Even so, Point Four failed to gain access to more foreign minerals.
Mindful of Congress's resistance to foreign economic aid, Truman delayed
4
asking for legislation until June 1949. Not until May 1950 did Congress
pass Title IV of the Foreign Economic Assistance Act, and then appropriated only $26.9 million, owing to opposition in the senate from neoisolationists such as Robert Taft of Ohio, who mocked Point Four as a
'global WPA'.5 Many members of Congress, particularlythose from western mining states, resisted the use of foreign aid to support the extraction
of foreign minerals.6 As Dean Acheson later remarked acerbically on
Truman's Point Four address, 'the hyperbole of the inaugural outran the
provisions of the budget.'7
Point Four also rested on the mistaken assumption that technical aid
programmeswould precipitate US foreign investment. By the end of 1949,
more officials within the national security establishment had begun to
appreciate the urgency of state action in promoting investment in capitalintensive minerals extraction: large mining projects carry large fixed costs
and long lead times. Before sinking huge sums into a project, mining corporations and their lenders and investors often sought generous concessions, infrastructuralsubsidies, and assurances about the projected market
for the product. During a visit to Brazilin December 1948, the president of
the US Steel Corporation, Benjamin Fairless, told US officials that his
corporation was not willing to build railroads there, even though it might

Security,pp. 205-9.
1 Statedept., TCA, 'Reporton the possibilityof expandingproductionof strategicmaterialsin Latin
Americaby improvingpower and transportation
facilities',2 Jan. 1952[TrumanLibrary],Truman
Papers,W[hite]H[ouse]C[entral]F[iles],Confidential]F[iles],box 42.
2 See V. Bulmer-Thomas,TheEconomicHistoryof Latin Americasince Independence
(Cambridge,
1994),PP.276-322.
3 See T. G. Paterson,'ForeignAid underWraps:The Point Four Program',WisconsinMagazineof
History,lvi (Winter1972-3),125-6.
4 W. A. Brown,Jr. andR. Opie,AmericanForeignAssistance(Washington,1953),pp. 388-99.
5 Quotedin Paterson,'ForeignAid',p. 122.
6 See House Subcommitteeon Minesand Mining,Strategicand CriticalMineralsand Metals:Part5:
Hearings,80th Cong.,2ndsess. (Washington,1948).
Stockpiling,
7 D. Acheson,Presentat theCreation:MyYearsin theStateDepartment(NewYork,1969),p. 351.
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wish to buy what they might carry.1 Restrictions on the repatriation of
foreign earnings and the risk of expropriation, especially after the nationalization of the oil companies in Latin America in the late 1930s, also
deterred foreign investment.2
With the IBRD hamstrungby the US capital markets,few other sources
of capital were available for financing minerals extraction and its infrastructure. Latin American governments and capitalists lacked the money,
machinery, and technical ability to undertake such projects on their own,
and even if they found a way, they might not give exports precedence over
domestic consumption. US commercialbanks refrainedfrom makinglarge
loans for mining abroad and the Eximbank lacked the lending power to
make up the IBRD's deficiency. Congress had rejected the increase in
lending authorityrequested by Truman in April 1948.
The Truman administrationtried to find other ways to encourage overseas investment. As an enhancement to Point Four, Truman proposed in
the summer of 1949 an 'experimental program' by the Eximbank offering
guarantees against certain risks 'peculiar to foreign investment' as well as
loans 'for the economic development of underdeveloped areas'. The
department of the interior and the Munitions Board lobbied for funds to
enable stockpiling authoritiesto enter into long-term contractswith foreign
mineralproducers. These proposals, however, also never made it through
Congress in 1949.3
In addition to congressional opposition to foreign economic aid, the
IBRD's preferences continued to stand in the way of US governmentlending. In January 1949, McCloy, in a long memorandumto Truman, claimed
that if new credits were made availablefor development, they would 'supplant International Bank loans and would in all probability force the
InternationalBank largely to curtail, or perhaps even to suspend, its operations'.4McCloy blamed the IBRD's slow progress on the incompetence of
foreign borrowers and their 'lack of well-prepared and well-planned
projects ready for immediate execution'.5 As Arturo Escobar explains,
'Latin American social scientists did not know what World Bank officials
1 'News of Industry: South Africa Seen as Best Source for Strategic Manganese Ores', The Iron
Age (16
Dec. 1948), p. 134.
2 See B. C. Netschert, 'Point Four and Mineral Raw Materials', Annals of the Association American
of
Geographers,xli (1951), 133"453 Eximbank, Ninth Semiannual Report to Congress(1949), pp. 2-3; M. Weiner, 'The
Lending Policies
of the Export-Import Bank', 2 June 1952 [USNA], RG 275 [Records of the Export-Import Bank],
S[ubject] F[iles] 1933-75, fo. IBRD and development and Eximbank; Forrestal to Bruce, 22 Jan. 1949
[USNA], RG 286 [Records of the] A[gency for] International] Development], ECA [Deputy Administrator for Operations], S[trategic] Mfaterials] 1948-50, box 1.
4 Kraske, Bankers, pp. 64-5. McCloy quoted in Mason and Asher, WorldBank, p. 498.
5J. J. McCloy, 'The Lessons of the World Bank',
Foreign Affairs (July 1949), p. 554.
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meant by project,nor were they conversant with the new techniques (such
as surveys and statisticalanalyses) thatwere becoming part of the empirical
social sciences in vogue in the United States.'1The IBRD's real problem
was its failureto sell itself to the US capital markets.Nevertheless, McCloy
promised that the bank would be fully able cto finance all [the] development projects of its member countries which will be ready for financing in
the next few years'.2
One project in particular strained relations between the two banks: a
large manganese mine developed by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation in
Brazil. In a joint venture with a Brazilian partner, Bethlehem Steel acquired in 1949 a fifty-year,low-royalty concession to extract a rich deposit
in the Brazilianterritoryof Amapa, near the mouth of the Amazon River.
In early 1950, thejoint venture was in the process of securing a $35 million
loan from the IBRD, guaranteed by the Brazilian government, to finance
the mine and the supporting infrastructure.The advantageousterms of the
concession and Bethlehem Steel's willingness to provide a 'continuous
market for manganese, even above world prices if necessary', made the
project very attractive to the IBRD, which was having trouble finding
'bankable'projects around the world.3
State department and Munitions Board officials opposed the IBRD's
participationin the Amapa mine. Claiming that the bank's 'usual, involved,
rather tedious underwriting investigations' would delay the project for
almost a year, they wanted to give the partnership 'wider latitude' to apply
for loans to the US government.4 Furthermore, large-scale extraction,
based on the most recent estimates, which state departmentofficials hoped
would produce enough ore not only for Bethlehem but also for other US
steel-makershungry for manganese, would demand more money for a railroad and a deep-water port than the IBRD could supply. An Eximbank
loan would be approved more quickly, and both give Bethlehem better
terms and US government agencies the right to supervise the project more
closely with less interference from the Braziliangovernment.5 First, however, the Eximbankhad to receive additional lending authority. Bethlehem
Steel refused to provide itself the extra capital needed for the expanded
1 A. Escobar, Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third World (Princeton,
1995), P- 86.
2 Quoted in Kraske, Bankers, p. 65.
3 Memo, White, 31 Oct. 1950 [USNA, RG 59, Records of the Department of State, Edward G.] Miller
files, lot 53 D 26, S[ubject] F[iles], Bolivia-Brazil.
4 Clark to Johnson, 28 July 1950 [USNA, RG 59], S[tate] Department] D[ecimal] F[ile], 832.2547/ 72850; Clark to Dickerson, Rio de Janeiro, 7 Aug. 1950, SDDF 832.2547/8-450.
5 End., 'Manganese Development in Brazil Proposed by US Steel Corporation and Bethlehem et al.',
Atterberry to Stenger, 8 March 1949, SDDF 832.6359/3-1049; Johnson to Clark, tel., 21 July 1950,
SDDF 832.2547/7-2150; OToole to Johnson, 21 Aug. 1951, SDDF 832.2547/9-2151.
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version of the Amapa project,1partly because it feared that, if the Soviets
lifted the embargo and exported manganese again, it might be left sitting
on a 'white elephant'. Lastly, Bethlehem wondered whether state department opposition to the IBRD loan mightjeopardize Brazil'sapproval of it,
and with it the whole project.

The impasse over the Amapa mine, and foreign mineral development in
general, was symptomatic of the larger crisis in US foreign policy caused
by the shortage of capital in the world economy. Despite the Truman
administration's innovative attempts to plug the dollar gap through the
Truman Doctrine, the Marshall Plan, and Point Four aid, too few dollars
had moved abroad by the end of 1949 to speed the recovery of the world's
industrial economies and stimulate the extraction of minerals in underdeveloped areas. Thus, economic recession at home, the Soviets' explosion of an atomic device ending the US nuclear monopoly, and the
triumph of the Chinese Communist revolution, in Dean Acheson's words,
gave 'realurgency to the problem of the dollar gap'.2
The Truman administration chose massive rearmament as the most
effective solution to the integratedproblems of the dollar gap, global industrial recovery, national security, and the extraction of larger quantities of
strategic minerals. In April 1950, Acheson and the chief of his policy
planning staff, Paul Nitze - a formerinvestment bankerwho had been chief
of the Board of Economic Warfare'smetals and mineralsbranch during the
Second World War - drafted National Security Council document 68
(NSC-68), which called for a sweeping reorientation of US foreign policy
and an increase in the annual military budget from $13 billion to $50
billion. As such a large sum would be difficult to pry out of a Congress
antagonistic to economic aid, it was attributed to the need to contain
Soviet expansionism. The Soviet-supported invasion of South Korea by
North Korea in June 1950 provided the internationalemergency needed to
implement NSC-68.
The military build-up during the Korean War generated a stream of
defence and foreign aid appropriations, along with new administration
initiatives for stimulating the export of strategic minerals from the underdeveloped world. On 28 July 1950, a few days after the invasion, the state
department'schief of the Braziliandivision, DuWayne Clark,wrote to the
US ambassador at Rio de Janeiro, Herschel Johnson, to say that he had
1 Bell to Frank, response to questions for the PMPC, 3 Aug. 1951 [USNA], RG 275,
G[eneral] Reference] F[iles], PMPC, box 11.
2 Quoted in Borden, Pacific Alliance, p. 39.
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witnessed a 'sudden flurryof planning around Washington and everyone is
now earnestlythinking about strategicmaterials'.1
The flurry led to the Defence Production Act (DPA), passed by Congress in September 1950. Based on studies prepared by the NSRB, the
DPA granted broad powers to the president to set production priorities
and prices, buy and sell strategic minerals for current use, and offer incentives and loans to expand industrial production.2 After Chinese troops
joined in the Korean conflict in late November, two new offices were
created, the Office of Defence Mobilization and the Defence Production
Administration, to carry out rapid mobilization through centralized planning and operations.3
As mobilization officials agreed that finding new supplies of minerals for
the US steel industry was crucial to the long-range prospects for industrial
mobilization and rearmament,the Eximbank asked the NAC in December
1950 to approve a $1.5 billion increase in the bank's lending authority.4
The request originated in recommendations by the Report on Foreign
Economic Policy - also known as the Gray Report, after its chief drafter,
Gordon Gray, special assistant to the president and former assistant secretary of the army. Told by Truman to find ways to plug the dollar gap,
Gray's committee answered in November 1950 that in this 'new phase of
foreign economic relations', the acquisition of strategic minerals from
underdeveloped regions was the key to both sustaining the US rearmament
programme and strengthening Western Europe's industrial and defence
capabilities. 'It is not enough simply to buy existing supplies,' the report
advised; 'new capital must flow into the raw materialproducing countries
to increase production.'5 Although the use of private capital was preferable, the Gray Report admitted that 'under present conditions a heavy
reliance on public lending must be recognized as essential for an aggressive
development program.'6
The state department and the Eximbank claimed that increased US
lending had become more importantthan ever. In late December 1950, the
bank's chairman, Herbert Gaston, told the NAC that he 'anticipated considerable new business . . . most of which would be directly related to the
1 ClarktoJohnson,28July1950,SDDF832.2547/7-2850.
2 R. Rowntree,'FinancialAssistanceby the Export-ImportBankfor the ProductionAbroadof StraBankand WorldBank,pp.
tegicMaterials,1July 1950,to 30 June 1953',in US Senate,Export-Import
926-7.
3 ManyNSRB staffand functionswere transferredto the new agencies.The NSRB was eventually
abolishedin 1953.
4 NAC,minutes,meetingno. 168, 26 Dec. 1950,FRUS:1951,i. 1580-1.
5 'Reportto the Presidenton ForeignEconomicPolicies'(the GrayReport),Departmentof State
Bulletin(27Nov. 1950),pp. 847-9.
6 Ibid.,p. 849.
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output of strategic materials'.1Even though the Eximbank still had over
$500 million in uncommitted funds, Gaston described an 'additional
stand-by lending authority'as vital in the 'uncertaindays ahead'.2In asking
to raise the bank's ceiling from $3.5 billion to $5 billion, as the Gray
Report recommended, Gaston told the NAC that 'the State Department
had felt that the Bank needed to have additional funds because it was not
clear as yet how strategic materials would be handled and a number of
them, such as manganese in Brazil, would probably be the subject of
Export-Importoperations.'3Gaston added that the bank was looking into
projects for extracting manganese, cobalt, nickel, and sulphur; however,
without the new lending authority, 'the difficulty of planning for the next
two or severalyears accordingly appearedvery great.'4
The NAC approved the recommendation to request from Congress the
$1.5 billion increase in lending authority, setting off a new round of protests from the IBRD. When the IBRD, with Snyder's support, began to
fight the proposed expansion of the Eximbank's role in funding overseas
development, Brazil's economic development programme became the
chief arena of conflict in Latin America, not only between the two banks,
but also between the state departmentand the treasury.
Proposed in the fall of 1950, the Joint Brazil-United States Economic
Development Commission (JBUSEDC) gave the TCA and the IBRD an
opportunity to claim they were actually doing something about development. But Black (who succeeded McCloy in July 1949) warned that the
IBRD would refuse to work with the commission if both the Eximbank's
sphere of activity and the total amount of Brazil'sdollar indebtedness were
not limited. Black, who wanted the IBRD named as the exclusive agent for
long-term lending in Brazil, insisted that Eximbank lending should be
confined to short-termcredits.5
Resenting the IBRD's 'bid for [a] monopolistic lending position in
Brazil', state department officials worked to preserve a substantial role
there for the Eximbank.6In addition to its interest in the Amapa mine, the
Eximbank was helping the US Steel Corporation with its plans for a large
manganese mine in the state of Mato Grosso, just inside the border with
Bolivia. US Steel's traditionalsource of manganese in Brazil- an old mine
in the south-eastern state of Minas Gerais operated by a subsidiary since
1 NAC,draftminutesof meetingsno. 169, 28 Dec. 1950,FRUS:1951,i. 1582.
2 Ibid.,p. 1583.
3 NAC,draftminutesof meetingsno. 168, 26 Dec. 1950,FRUS:1051,i. 1581.
4 Ibid.,p. 1582.
5 DraftAgreementfromBlack,end., Millerto Acheson,3OOct. 1950 and Miller,'Brazil- Operating
BankandInternational
Spheresof Export-Import
Bank',to sec. state,26 Oct. 1950,bothin Millerfiles,
lot file53 D 26, SF, Bolivia-Brazil.
6 Stinebowerto Thorp, 13Dec. 1950,FRUS:1950,ii (1976),781.
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1920 - was running out, lacked good transport, and its production had
been earmarkedby the Braziliangovernment for the use of the embryonic
Brazilian steel industry. The Mato Grosso mine would require huge investments in either river transport or improvements to the Noroeste railroad, the latter of which fell under the jurisdiction of the Joint Commission.
While US Steel, like Bethlehem Steel, was wary of investing its own
capital in the mine for fear that Soviet manganese ore should return to the
world market,the project met thorny political problems as well as financial
ones. Not least was a Brazilianlaw that required special approval from the
Brazilian national security council for foreign investment within the 150mile 'security zone' adjacent to an international border. Amidst all the
uncertainty,however, the state department stood firmly behind the Eximbank as the guarantorof the US strategicinterest.1
The stand-offbetween the banks threatened US plans to obtain commitments on strategic minerals from the Latin American states at the Fourth
Inter-American Conference of Foreign Ministers, which opened in Washington in late March 1951. Acheson, having called the meeting to persuade
Latin Americans to mobilize troops for the Korean War, made special
overtures before the conference to the newly re-elected Vargas, who had
supported the United States during the Second World War.2 Brazil held
the key to the state department'shopes of procuring both more troops and
demonstrations of inter-American solidarity with the United Nations. Its
manganesewas integral to US plans at the conference to 'obtain maximum
co-operation from Latin America in increasing the production of strategic
materialsand expanding their flow into [the] defense program'.3
Sensing the opportunity to bargain with the Truman administration,
Vargas and his foreign minister,Joao Neves da Fontoura, demanded 'economic reciprocity' in the form of credits for industrial development,
guarantees that they would be allowed to import US machinery, and a
higher price for coffee.4They linked Brazil'sco-operation with the United
States on strategic minerals to funding a long-hoped-for programme
through theJoint Commission.
When the assistant secretaryof state, Edward G. Miller, travelledto Rio
de Janeiro in early February to discuss these issues, a department brief
1Johnsonto Harriman,17Sept. 1951,PMPC,FRS, box 125;Clarkto Johnson,26 July 1950,SDDF
Formoreon the US Steelproject,see Priest,'Strategiesof Access',pp. 481-6,506-12,
832.2547/5-1150.
551-92 See F. D. McCannJr.,TheBrazilian-American
Alliance,1937-45(Princeton,1973).
3 'EconomicPolicyPaper',12Feb. 1951[USNA],RG 43 [Recordsof International
Conferences,Commissions,andExpositions,GeneralRecordsof the US Delegationto the]4th mtg. [of the Ministersof
ForeignAffairsof theAmericanStates],box 2.
4 Fontourato Vargas,13Jan.1951,AGV;FontouratoJohnson,I3jan. 1951,FRUS:1951,ii. 1184-8.
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prepared by the director of the office of regional American affairs,Ivan B.
White, reminded him that US lending and minerals policies ought to ;go
hand in hand in the field of the economic development of Brazil'and that
the Eximbank should handle all 'essential transportation investment'.
White added that Miller should be wary of agreeing to finance some of the
industrializationprojects Vargas was proposing, because they 'might turn
out end products not exactly meeting our needs'.1Lacking the authorityto
make commitments on behalf of the banks, Miller gave neither ultimatum
nor promise to the Brazilians.Neither did Neves da Fontoura to him. The
two men only agreed on the general outlines of theJoint Commission.2
The state department's plan to use the Washington Conference as a
public exhibition of hemispheric solidarity was marred by Brazil's albeit
unsuccessful attempt to rewrite the script. The Americans planned to
advance their strategicmineralsand economic aid agenda through bilateral
negotiations during the conference, confident that dealing with the Latin
American countries one at a time would weaken their bargainingposition
and reduce the economic commitments that had to be given to the region
as a whole. As Congress had yet to approve 1952's appropriationfor Point
Four programmesor for the increase in the Eximbank'slending authority,
the US delegates were instructed to refrain'from making or implying any
commitmentwhich we cannot fulfill'.3
At the plenary session on 26 March 1951, Truman asked the other states
to give precedence to defence by postponing their plans for economic
development. In response, Neves da Fontoura surprised and dismayed the
US delegates by asking for US economic aid, on the grounds that economic development would be the most effective form of joint defence. As
president of the conference's economic committee, Neves da Fontoura
warned Latin Americans not to repeat cthe economic errors of World War
II', when their wartime earnings were eroded by the post-war inflation
hastened by the lifting of US price controls. To prevent this from happening again, he proposed periodic adjustments to commodity prices, a
guaranteed supply of essential US capital goods, and more development
and technical aid.4
Some American scholars interpret the incident as a conflict between the
US focus on the present emergency and the Latin American focus on the
future. According to Stanley Hilton, the Brazilianstried to turn the conference 'into a forum for advocacy of long-range economic development
1 White to Miller, 31Jan. 1951, Miller files, lot 53 D 26, SF Bolivia-Brazil.
2 Fontoura to Vargas, 19, 21, 24 Feb. 1951, AGV.
3 Warren to Miller, 23 Jan. 1951, FRUS: lozi. ii. 034.
4 Minutes, inaugural session, 26 March 1951, RG 43, 4th
mtg., box 2.
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instead of rapid mobilization'.1In fact, the distinction between long term
and short term is false. US proposals to develop Brazil's manganese
deposits, for example, had less to do with rearmamentthan with the longterm supply of ore to US corporations. The mines, which would have a
profound impact on Brazil's hinterland, would take years to develop and
operate. At issue was not the postponement of economic development, but
ratherits shape and character.
As Brazilianscholars claim, the proceedings in Washington represented
the diplomacy of unequal exchange.2 Truman officials executed their
'divide-and-conquer'strategyby confining economic questions to bilateral
negotiation. The tantalizingprospect of loans from the Eximbank and the
IBRD and the United States's unassailablepolitical position prevented any
significant deviation from the script US officials had drafted. When other
Latin American states hesitated openly to endorse Brazil's proposals,
Neves da Fontoura withdrew them in order not to jeopardize the Joint
Commission's funding. Officially, the conference produced only ambiguous resolutions, of which the key one both called for an increase in the
production of strategic minerals and acknowledged Latin America's need
for economic development programmes.3'Impeccably orthodox in general
principle, conspicuously vague in detail', as one observer remarked.4
In talks near the end of the conference, US and Brazilian negotiators,
stopping posturing, reached a series of provisional agreements. Although
Neves da Fontoura turned down Acheson's request for Braziliantroops in
Korea, he promised both to expedite the export of manganese ore and
supply monazite sands (which contain thorium, a radioactivemineral from
which uranium can be produced) to the United States. In return, the
United States agreed to co-operate with Brazil'splans for petroleum development, to establish a Joint Group on Supply Problems at Rio de Janeiro
to determine Brazil's needs for scarce equipment, and to hold talks on
military co-operation. In separate discussions, the IBRD provisionally
pledged to support the Joint Commission, Brazil's main objective at the
conference. The bank gave a 'moral commitment' to meet the Joint Commission's foreign currency requirements up to %oo million over the next
1 S. E. Hilton, 'The United States, Brazil, and the Cold War, 1945-60: End of the Special Relationship', Journal of American History, lxviii (1981), 610; Weis, Cold Warriors, pp. 38-43.
2 See M. Bandeira, Presenca dos Estados Unidos no Brasil (Rio de Janiero, 1978), pp. 323-38; M. Hirst,
Acdo e Pensamento de Politica Externa Brasileira: 0 Segundo Governo Vargas (Rio de Janeiro, 1982),
pp. 22-9.
3 State dept., Fourth Meeting of Consultation of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American States, 26
March-7 April 1951 (Washington, 1953), conference resolutions xiii, xiv, xv, xvi, 74-5; unsigned summary of the 7th mtg. of the US delegation, members on committee III, state dept., 4 April 1951, FRUS:
1951,11.965-7.
4 Quoted in Rabe, 'Elusive Conference', p. 293.
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five years, providing that Brazil submitted well-prepared projects and that
its balance-of-paymentsposition and 'creditworthiness'remainedsolid.1
With the IBRD's commitment to the Joint Commission still tentative,
the agreements with Brazil pushed Truman officials, who could not allow
the conflict between the banks to continue without its jeopardizing US
objectives, to clarify US lending policy towards Latin America. Thus, the
NAC met several times during April to work out a relationshipbetween the
banks that left the government as much flexibility as possible.2 Although
the NAC staff gave the IBRD precedence in the field of development
lending, they argued nonetheless that 'in the field of strategic material
development the Export-Import Bank rather than the InternationalBank
should assume primary responsibility, especially where materials were
being developed for US procurement.'3
These meetings, attended by senior officials from state, treasury,and the
Federal Reserve Board, were contentious. Black, who accused various government departments of conspiring to plan development on a global basis,
claimed that development was a domestic, internal process that 'can't be
exported'. The limited capacity of underdeveloped countries to repay,
Black argued, must limit their burden of obligations. A multilateralagency
like the IBRD was 'in a better position than the United States Government
to impose conditions on external assistance'.4 In riposte, the Eximbank
and the NAC staff committee defended the need for 'broad planning' by
the government and pointed out that 'borrowing capacity is in part a
function of the uses to which borrowed funds are put and such effects can
be judged only in the light of specific projects or programs'.5In their view,
the overall debt-load or credit rating of a given country should not weigh
so heavily in US lending policy as the IBRD would require.
During the next months, the NAC took steps that allowed the Eximbank
to work to advance US strategic interests in the development field yet to
co-exist with the IBRD. First, it officiallydesignated the Eximbank 'as the
exclusive loan agency for the procurement and development of foreign
strategic materials'.6In late May, Truman asked Congress to authorize an
increase in the Eximbank's lending authority from $3.5 billion to $4.5
billion, 'in order that full use may be made of the opportunities for loans,
1 Fontoura to Vargas, 1, 3, 5, 6 April 1951, AGV.
2 NAC, minutes, mtg. 172, 17 April 1951, and minutes,
mtg. 173, 20 April 1951, NAC, SF 1946-53, box
11,fo. roles of IBRD and Eximbank.
3 NAC, minutes, mtg. 172, ibid.; NAC doc. 1127,memo, NAC staff committee to NAC, 18
April 1951,
FRUS: 1951^. 1609-12.
4 NAC, doc. 1125, 17April 1951,FRUS: 1951, i. 1605-7.
5 NAC, doc. 1122, 12April 1951, FRUS: 1051, i. 1598.
6 NAC, minutes, mtg. 173, 20 April 1951, FRUS: 1951,i. 1615-19.
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especially to develop strategicmaterials'.1Owing to the setbacks in Korea,
Congress did not dare to refuse. Second, after delineating the operating
spheres of the banks, in June 1951 the NAC removed the most palpable
source of friction between them: differences in interest rates and lending
terms. It forbade the Eximbank to offer low interest rates and generous
amortizationschedules, or to accept repaymentin the form of minerals.
An agreementmade in March 1951between the treasurydepartmentand
the Federal Reserve, which gave back primary control over monetary
policy to the latter, bolstered the NAC's position. Sensitive to the needs of
private banks, the Federal Reserve made fighting inflation its top priority,
pushing up long-term government interest rates and bringing Eximbank
rates more closely into line with the IBRD's.2 Therefore, the NAC could
both maintainthe commercialcharacterof Eximbankloans and uphold the
US commitment to multilaterallending through the IBRD. Behind these
arrangements lay the fear that foreign borrowers might try to play the
banks off against one another to obtain better terms: 'With several agencies
operating in the field and in different geographical areas,' one NAC staff
memorandum pointed out, 'lack of standardized terms would likely lead
toward the lowest common denominator of terms through pressure from
foreign producers and charges of unfairnessand discriminationas between
foreign countries or geographicalareasand individual producers.'3
Despite the new lending authority, however, the NAC still searched for
alternativesto subsidized credit or generous terms from the Eximbank as a
stimulus to the development of marginalsources of minerals or expensive
projects, such as Bethlehem Steel's in Amapa. After much discussion, the
NAC decided in June 1951 that US procurement and stockpiling agencies
could provide the stimulus by committing themselves to absorb minerals
produced in excess of industry demand. In other words, the agencies
would provide a guaranteed market.4In August, Truman, by Executive
Order No. 10281, set up a Defence Materials Procurement Agency
1 Arey,'Export-Import
Bank',pp. 113-15.
2 Frieden,Banking,p. 75.On 12June1951,Eximbankminimumrateswereraisedfrom3.5%to 4%for
publicborrowers,and to 5%forprivateborrowers.The IBRD,whichloanedonly to governmentsor
on governmentguarantees,charged4.5%.NACaction470, NAC1151,mtg.178,12june1951,NAC,SF
1946-53,box 7, fo. Export-ImportBank;NAC, 'FinancialTerms and Conditionsfor Facilitating
ForeignProductionof CriticalMaterials',24 May1951,NAC, SF 1946-53,fo. roles of the Eximbank
andWorldBank.
3 NAC, 'FinancialTermsand Conditions',24 May 1951,NAC, SF 1946-53,fo. rolesof the Eximbank
Bankfor the ProandWorldBank.Also see R. Rowntree,'FinancialAssistanceby the Export-Import
Bankand World
ductionAbroadof Essentialand StrategicMaterials',in US Senate,Export-Import
Bank,p. 926.
4 NAC, minutes,mtg.176, 16 May1951,NAC, SF 1946-53,box 11,fo. rolesof IBRDand Eximbank;
action470, NAC doc. 1151andminutes,mtg.178,12June 1951,NAC, SF 1946-53,box 11,fo. ExportImportBank.
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(DMPA) with the power cto purchase and to promote expansion of production capacity of certain materials' and guarantee those purchases
through the issuing of 'certificates of essentiality'.1 Thus, the Eximbank
could provide hidden subsidies for individual projects through guaranteeing sales of minerals to the US government, while offering standard
interest rates similarto the IBRD's.2
These decisions mark a breakthrough in US lending policy. They
preserved the versatility of the Eximbank to deal individually with critical
minerals projects, while at the same time, by bringing the Eximbank's
lending terms more in line with the IBRD's, they smoothed over the tensions between the two and demarcatedtheir spheres of operation in Brazil.
The Eximbank took control of strategic minerals projects and yielded to
the IBRD the work of the Joint Commission. In July, the commission was
officially installed, with a seconded IBRD official as chairman. The same
month, Brazil'snational security council approved US Steel's participation
in the Mato Grosso manganese mine and, a few months later, Black and
Vargas allowed the Eximbank to take over from the IBRD as lender for the
all-important mine in Amapa.3The fact that both US steel corporations
had taken on Brazilian partners entitled to an equal share in the profits
appeased the increasinglynationalisticVargasadministration.At last, Truman officials had clarified US lending policy, worked out financing for the
manganese projects, and eased the diplomatic strains between the United
States and Brazilover development aid.
Not everything went as planned, however. Once the Truman administration had reached its main objectives in Brazil, it left the Vargas government largely to rely on the IBRD to fund the Joint Commission's agenda,
which focused on infrastructureand power projects relativelyless important to the strategic interests of the United States.4 Before most of the
projects could be financed, Brazil underwent in the latter half of 1951 a
severe balance-of-payments crisis. Attacking foreign corporations for
'bleeding' Brazilby sending their profits abroad, in December Vargas set a
limit to them and introduced legislation setting up a state oil monopoly,
which alarmed both the IBRD and some US corporations operating in
Brazil.
Throughout 1952, the bank responded by demanding that Brazil pass
1 Rowntree,'FinancialAssistance',pp. 928-9.
2 Action 470, NAC doc. 1151,and minutes,mtg. 178, 12June 1951,NAC, SF 1946-53,box 11,fo.
Bank.
Export-Import
3 Johnson to Acheson, 28 July 1951,SDDF 832.2547/7-2851;
encl. Kidderto Miller,30 Jan. 1952,
SDDF832.2547/1-2252.Formoredetail,see Priest,'Strategiesof Access',pp. 541-2.
4 Memo,O'Toole,3 March1953,SDDF 832.2547/3-353;
WorldBank,TheWorldBankand theIDAin
theAmericas:A Summaryof Activities(Washington,1962),pp. 15-17;reportof Joint Brazil-United
StatesEconomicDevelopmentCommission,TheDevelopment
ofBrazil(Washington,1954).
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legislation providing for free market exchange, open the oil industry to
foreign investment, and reorganize the management of the state-owned
railroads. As Brazil failed to meet these demands, the IBRD withheld
funding for most of theJoint Commission's projects. In May 1953, the new
US president, Dwight D. Eisenhower, withdrew US support from the
commission.1
Meanwhile, the Eximbank plunged aggressively into financing minerals
extraction and infrastructuredevelopment in Braziland elsewhere in Latin
America. It approved a $67.5 million loan for Bethlehem Steel's manganese
project in Amapa and $30 million for US Steel's in Mato Grosso. Between
1950 and 1952, the bank authorized loans worth $288 million (of which
Latin America's share was $164 million) for expanding the production of
cobalt, iron ore, manganese, copper, nickel, tungsten, uranium, zinc, and
sulphur. Many of the credits financed the transport facilities required for
the extraction of minerals in remote areas,2of which some ended up in the
US stockpile (administered by the General Services Administration and
the Munitions Board), most of the others consumed by US corporations.
BetweenJanuary 1952 and June 1953, 'certificatesof essentiality' issued by
the DMPA accounted for an additional $57 million.3
During this period, Eximbanklending shaped economic development in
Latin America to suit US needs. As one economist testified before the senate Committee on Banking and Currency, Eximbank infrastructureloans
were necessary to 'give the United States some influence on the pattern of
development abroad, i.e., encouragement of agriculture and raw material
production as compared with inefficient pursuits such as public buildings,
memorials, coliseums, etc.'4 Latin American governments accepted whatever financing they could obtain from the Eximbank, no matterhow it was
rationed. Although the bank's main business focused on strategicminerals,
it also made other types of loans, credits to exporters and to cover balanceof-payments deficits, or justified for 'political' purposes.5 The bank even
stepped in to finance a few of the smaller of the Joint Commission's
projects to prevent it from becoming too big a political liability as its
1 See statedept. documentsin FRUS:1952-4,iv (1986),595-605;'TerminationofJoint Commission',
20 May1953,SDDF832.00-TA/5-2053;Weis, ColdWarriors,pp. 48-56.
2 Memo,'BrazilianManganeseDevelopment',18Aug.1950,SDDF 832.2547/8-1850.
Fora breakdown
of Eximbankloans by countryand by commodity,see W. D. Whitmore,CAReviewof Outstanding
Bankand WorldBank,pp. 933, 936Loansof the Export-Import
Bank',in US Senate,Export-Import
7,9733 Whitmore,'Review',pp. 929-30.
4J. N. Behrman,'Towarda ForeignLendingPolicyin the NationalInterest',in US Senate,ExportImportBankand WorldBank,p. 1193.
5 Memo,sec. of the NAC, basic policy governingextensionof Export-ImportBankcredits,10June
1953,RG56, OASIA[files],box 48, fo. Eximbanklendingpolicy.
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programme crumbled. Lastly, as Brazil's balance-of-payments crisis approached, the bank made the government an emergency short-termloan of
$300 million in February1953 to liquidate the arrearsin its payments to its
US creditors.1 Unless normal trade were maintained between the two
countries, development projects which relied on equipment imported from
the United States would come to a standstill.
The 'bailout' loan reignited the smouldering hostility of the IBRD
towards the Eximbank. IBRD officialsno longer regardedthe Eximbankas
a threat to their own bank's very existence, but they were annoyed that it
had undermined their efforts to reform macroeconomic policy-making in
Braziland they took advantageof the change in administrationsin January
1953 to press for limitations on the range of its activities. At their request,
Eisenhower and his isolationist and anti-statist secretary of the treasury,
George Humphrey, who struck a 'trade not aid' pose in foreign economic
policy, reorganized the Eximbank, reducing its influence over policy and
confining it to short-term commercial lending. After 1953, Eximbank
lending to Latin America declined so steeply that, during 1954 and 1955, a
net outflow of funds to the bank from Latin America occurred in the form
of loan repayments.2
In accounting for the change in the US approach to foreign development
under Eisenhower, scholars often overlook one crucial fact. By this time,
the Eximbank had fulfilled its mission to generate a new cycle of strategic
minerals development abroad. New areas of the world had been explored,
new mineral deposits discovered, new projects undertaken. The abundance was owed in good measure to Eximbank lending and to a wave of
US foreign investment in the early cold war years, fuelled by the global
pump-priming of US overseas militaryand economic expenditures. At the
end of the Korean War, as the dollar gap closed and the urgency to develop foreign minerals subsided, Eisenhower reoriented stockpiling
towards domestic producers.3 But for lessening fears about a shortage of
foreign strategic minerals, the withdrawal of the Eximbank from the
development field would not have happened so rapidly.
The US policy shift and abandonment of the Joint Commission, after
the Truman administrationhad used it as a bargainingchip to leverage US
1 See H. Gonzalez, 'A Latin American View of the Making of Public Policy at Export-Import Bank',
Inter-American Economic Affairs, xi (1957), 3; Arey, 'Export-Import Bank', pp. 92-102, 125, 129.
2 See B. I. Kaufman, Trade and Aid: Eisenhower's Foreign Economic Policy, 1953-61 (Baltimore, 1982),
pp. 29-33; R» H. Wagner, United States Policy toward Latin America: A Study in Domestic and International Politics (Stanford, 1970), pp. 111-17;Hanson, 'Development Financing for Latin America: The
Failure of the Exim Bank', Inter-American EconomicAffairs, ii (Winter 1957), 71-86.
3 Snyder, Stockpiling, pp. 189-237.
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access to strategic minerals, caused resentment in Brazil. The commission's chairman, Merwin Bohan, reported in January 1953 that the Brazilians had become 'perplexed and a little angry that [they] had been unable
to get a seat on what it considered a gravy train that had carrieduncounted
millions in grant aid to all quartersof the globe except [their] own'.1Latin
America became the only major region of the capitalist world not covered
by a US aid plan and, naturallyenough, political relations between Brazil
and the United States went sour. Vargas charted a more 'independent'
nationalist course for the country; staked out foreign policy positions less
submissive to the United States; created the state oil monopoly; and used
state intervention - multiple exchange rates, protective tariffs,and import
licences - to promote domestic industrial development.2 As antiAmericanism and Communism flourished throughout Latin America
during the 1950s, and as alternativeconceptions of development took hold
in the emerging third world, Braziliannationalists and leftists denounced
the participationof US corporations such as US Steel and Bethlehem Steel
in developing Brazil'snaturalresources.3
Although Brazil's traditionallyfriendly relations with the United States
suffered during the 1950s, the United States retained influence in Brazil
and a hand in economic developments there. Military aid under the new
US Mutual Security programme,and the trainingof a generation of officers
at the US-sponsored Escola Superior de Guerra (Superior War College),
ensured the allegiance to the United States of powerful political elites.
Furthermore,the Braziliangovernment, despite its rhetoric, still accepted
US investment. The so-called 'nationalist' drive by President Juscelino
Kubitschek (1956-61) to achieve 'fifty years of progress in five' depended
on 'gentlemen's agreements' with foreign capital through tariff-hopping
investment in the south-east industrial centres, as well as the encouragement of mining in the less-populated hinterland.4 In January 1957,
Kubitschek himself pushed the button that began the loading of the first
ship to export manganese from Bethlehem Steel'sjoint venture in Amapa,5
1 Bohan to Mann, 29 Jan. 1953, SDDF 732.5/1-2953.
2 On the origins of Brazil's 'independent' foreign policy, see Weis, Cold Warriors, pp. 89-139. On
Brazilian industrial strategy in the 1950s and 1960s, see N. Leff, Economic Policy-Making and Development in Brazil, IQ47-64 (New York, 1968); P. Evans, Dependent Development: The Alliance of Multinational, State, and Local Capital in Brazil (Princeton, 1979).
3 See A. da Cunha, QuernExplorou Quern no Contrato do Manganes do Amapd (Macap£, 1962); 4A
politica do manganes e o Sr Ricardo Jafet', Correio da Manhd (7 March 1951), p. 1; Sociedade de Intercambio Cultural e Estudos Geol6gicos, Semana de Estudos GeolSgicose Economicos do Quadrildtero
Ferrifero, 18-23 Oct. i960, no. 1-1961,Mine"riosde Ferro e Manganes (Ouro Preto, 1961).
4 B. K. Becker and C. A. G. Egler, Brazil: A New Regional Power in the World-Economy(Cambridge,
1992), pp. 72-81; Evans, Dependent Development; S. G. Bunker, Underdeveloping the Amazon:
Extraction, Unequal Exchange, and the Failure of the Modern State (Chicago, 1985).
5 'Inauguracao do Porto de Minerios no Amapd', Correioda Manhd (6 Jan. 1957), p. 11.
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which became one of the largest and most profitable mines in the world. It
exported many millions of tons of ore during thirty-fiveyears of continuous
operation before shutting down in 1992, leaving the state of Amapa with
massive holes in the ground, idled infrastructure,and poverty. US Steel
did not, in the event, use its Eximbank loan for the Mato Grosso mine,
choosing instead to develop a large deposit in the jungles of Gabon
financed by the IBRD. A decade later, however, the corporation discovered and developed the largest iron ore mine in the world in the Brazilian state of Para, another mega extractiveproject in the Amazon spuriously
promoted as a harbingerof industrialization.1
Beginning with the Eisenhower administration,US foreign policy relied
more heavily on the IBRD to manage economic affairs in the underdeveloped world. During the 1950s, the bank broadened its investor base
and upgraded its credit rating, thanks to conservative banking practices
and successful lobbying for legislation that liberalized the marketingof the
bank's bonds in the United States.2 It began to issue more bonds in other
currencies and lend increasingly to other parts of the third world. The
IBRD also adopted a more flexible organizational structure, divorcing
judgements about the technical merits of 'specific projects' from broader
macroeconomic assessments of given countries. Two other multilateral
agencies, the International Finance Corporation (IFC) in 1956 and the
InternationalDevelopment Association (IDA) in i960, made money more
easily available to developing countries. Combined with the IBRD, they
became known as the World Bank Group.3
Under pressure from US exporters in 1955, Eisenhower's NAC returned
the Eximbank to long-term development lending, but on a relatively
limited scale. By this time, the IBRD had established a strong enough
financialfooting and the needs of the underdeveloped world had grown to
such an extent that there was more than enough room for both banks. US
lending policy, nevertheless, gave the Eximbank a subordinate, supplementary role to the World Bank Group. Although the United States
controlled over thirtyper cent of the World Bank'svotes and its presidents
were always Americans, the bank's multilateral character enabled US
administrations to avert domestic opposition to foreign aid and deflect
the frustrations of recipient countries burdened by onerous lending
conditions.4
1 See B. A. Santos, Amazonia: Potential Mineral e Perspedivas de Desenvolvimento
(Sao Paulo, 1983);
O. Valverde, Grande Carajds: Planajeamento da Destruicdo (Sao Paulo, 1980).
2 IBRD, The International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, 1946-53 (Baltimore, 1954), pp.
101-3;Kapur et al., First Half Century, pp. 916-25.
3 Mason and Asher, WorldBank, pp. 74-82, 192; Payer, Critical Analysis, pp. 87-115.
4 Mason and Asher, WorldBank, pp. 503-3; Kolko,
Confronting, pp. 120-2.
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Still solicitous of investors, the IBRD continued to finance only 'creditworthy' projects; it found most merit in 'self-liquidating' ones, that is,
those that contributed to the development of minerals' exports which
earned the foreign exchange needed for prompt repayment.1 During
Black's presidency, lending for health, education, or the alleviation of
poverty was virtually non-existent. Nearly two-thirds of IBRD loans
financed railways,ports, dams, and roads around the world that prepared
the way for investment in primaryproducts.2
The bank usually presented infrastructureprojects to debtor countries
as essential groundwork for private investment in industrial enterprises.
One IBRD official candidly admitted that promoting projects in this way
was important to addressing the fears felt by developing countries that
commodity exports would 'maintainthe quasi colonial status of their economy and keep them permanentlydependent on the vagariesand exigencies
of the foreign demand for their product over which they have no control'.3
These fears were enduring and well founded. The new institutional
arrangements under US hegemony maintained economic inequalities in
the capitalist world system between the producers and consumers of raw
materials, and punished countries that did not play by the rules of the
game.4The World Bank hardly lent any money to Brazil after the dissolution of the JBUSEDC, until a right-wing militarycoup overturned in 1964
a left-leaning, democratically elected government. The new regime
adopted more orthodox economic policies, and welcomed greater foreign
investment; Brazil subsequently became one of the World Bank's largest
clients.
During the early cold war, US and Latin American governments contested
the meaning of economic development in the Western Hemisphere. The
struggle between the two leading institutions for financing development in
Latin America, however, was not over contested objectives. When both the
Eximbank and the IBRD talked of development, they meant the export of
raw materials;the difference between them boiled down to the competing
tacticalpreferences of the US internationalbanking community and the US
1 IBRD, brief description of the materials development loans which have been made (1952), PMPC,
FRS, box 125, fo. projects - International Bank role in foreign materials development.
2 Kolko, Confronting, p. 120; D. Hilling, Transport and Developing Countries (London, 1996), p. 9;
IBRD, brief description, PMPC, FRS, box 125, fo. projects - International Bank role in foreign
materials development; PMPC, Resourcesfor Freedom,pp. 116-18.
3 IBRD, brief description, PMPC, FRS, box 125, fo. projects - International Bank role in foreign
materials development.
4 See Fifty Years Is Enough: The Case against the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund,
ed. K. Danaher (Boston, 1994).
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national security state when lending money to capital-starvedareas of the
world. Whereas the Eximbank focused on the overseas minerals required
by US corporations, the IBRD had a largerglobal mission; the intrusion of
the Eximbank into Latin America created a barrier to a new multilateral
system of international credit. Truman's National Advisory Council addressed this dilemma by securing an increase in lending authority for the
Eximbankas a part of the KoreanWar defence mobilization and by improvising an arrangement between the banks. Eximbank lending to Latin
America facilitated US access to strategic minerals and maintained the
viability of multilateral lending until the IBRD was better prepared,
financially and organizationally, to bank on development in the underdeveloped world.
Universityof Houston

